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Motivations
§ Why do we need such a model
o Many channel centerline-based meander migration models were proposed in the past 50 

years. Most of them derived the near-bank velocity or near-bank shear stress from the 
steady state SWE and adopted the linear transverse slope assumption. 

o No one is specially designed for generating good-quality bed topography.

§ Why did the development of this model start in the beginning
o To create bottom boundaries for TELEMAC-2D/3D numerical models
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• Sabine River Pre-cutoff

Post-cutoff
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2.2

Can we simply replace the local curvature C 
in Eqn 2.4 with cumulative (lagged) curvature?

In Beck (1988): Abad & Garcia, 2005
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Evaluate the RHS term by term:
• The first term depends on ub(0) and C(0), which are initial conditions. The 

example on previous page gave a temporal varying non-zero ub(0).
• The second term implies the near-bank excess velocity is negative 

proportional to the local curvature, because chi > 0 leads to a3 < 0.
• The third term, the convolution integral is equivalent to imposing a lag to 

the local curvature. And the a4 wraps scour factor A, friction coeff. Cf0, half-
width to depth ratio beta, Froude number F0 and sinuosity to the power of 
-1/3 into it.
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Starting from SWE and after doing linear stability 
analysis, we get near-bank perturbation velocity as
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F to G,
Phase shift magnitude
& Amplitude changed?
Here’s a solution convolution integral

moving average
(easy to control phase)
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Implementation

Python is a lot slower than C/Fortran in sense of computing.
But…

https://github.com/ZhiLiHydro/pyRiverBed

https://github.com/ZhiLiHydro/pyRiverBed
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Results
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Maier
Bend

orderly
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Width=260m
Depth=5m
Slope=1.2E-4

alpha = 0.7
Phase lag 
Strength = 4
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What to do with 
the FEM mesh 
and BC files 

The major motivation of making 
FEM meshes and BC files right 
after the production of synthetic 
bed is to offer a convenient follow-
up step to perform CFD modeling 
using TELEMAC or other solvers.

An example workflow of meandering 
river modeling could be: RivMAP/PyRIS pyRiverBed TELEMAC

Schwenk et al (2017)
Moneaglia et al (2018)
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Highlighted features of pyRiverBed:

o Provides two modes: 
> Making synthetic meandering rivers via the built-in Kinoshita Curve calculator.
> Reading users' own real river centerlines.

o Expands 1D centerline to 2D river channel by AutoCAD-like polyline offsetting.
o Calculates riverbed topography through an analytical method.
o Makes FEM mesh files and boundary condition files for TELEMAC numerical 

modeling usage.
o Models meander migration and outputs synthetic riverbed topography for each 

snapshot during channel migration.
o Uses a tkinter-based graphical user interface as front end.
o Cross-platform, runs on macOS, Linux, Windows machines.



Thank you!
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